Consumer Products

Current Examples

General Store Warning

Wood Products

Automobile Windows

Jewelry

Internet Sales - “Click Through” Warning

Washing Machine User Manual

Proposed Warnings

Cancer

Reproductive Harm

Cancer and Reproductive Harm and Sec. 25605

Warning

Methods of Transmission

“[1] The warning message is on a product’s labeling that is provided directly to the purchaser of the consumer product using the format, content and size specified…”

“[2] For internet purchases, the warning message is provided on the internet prior to the time the consumer completes its purchase of the product.”

“[3] For catalog purchases, the warning message is provided in the catalog in a manner that clearly associates it with the item being purchased.”

“[4] A product-specific warning is provided on the shelf-tag or on a shelf sign for the product at each point of display of the product…”

“[5] A product-specific warning is provided via any electronic device or process that automatically provides the warning to the consumer while the consumer is making a purchase, without requiring the consumer to seek out the warning.”